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Announcements

• Reminder: **No late A5 submissions accepted past Thursday 12/5 at 10pm**

• Sample final coding questions are posted on Canvas (as a "Page")

• All material for the exam has been presented: anything new is bonus extra fun stuff that won't be tested.

• Wednesday and Friday will be review. No quizzes, attendance is not required. Bring questions!
Review Quiz

• Review quiz will be live on Socrative in 5-10 minutes.

• 7 points for taking it, 5 points for each correct answer.

• Collaborate however you like.
Course Evaluations

• Find the envelope with a sticky note with your CRN / Lab day and time.

• Two sheets - bubbles and open-ended comments

• **Specific, actionable** feedback is most helpful!

• Volunteer to take envelopes to the Registrar's office

• Reminder to Scott: read the thingy out loud